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Bulgaria on the Road to the
Euro-Atlantic Structures

Nikolay Slatinski/Dimitar Ionchev

Bulgaria: Facts and Statistics

Basic Data (Year 1995)

Area 1000 km2 111

I Millions 8.4
Population

density inhabitantslkm1 76
billion ECD at PPP rates 35.4

GDP at purchasing power ECU per head at PPP rates 4,210
parities (PPP)

ECU per head in % of EU average 24

% of gross value added 13.9
Agriculture

% of employment 23.2

Note: Major ethnic groups: Bulgarian (85.7 percent), Turkish (9.4 percent), Roma (3.7
percent); others: Jews, Armenians, Tartars, etc. (1.2 percent).

Sources: European Commission, Agenda 2000 - For a stronger and wider Union. Docu-
ment drawn up on the basis of COM(97) 2000 final. Bulletin of the European
Union, Supplement, 5/97, p. 138; for ethnic groups see National Statistic Insti-
tute, Rezultati at prebroyavaneto na naselenieto. Tom 1: Demografski harakter-
istiki [Results from the Census. Volume 1: Demographic Characteristics], 1994,
p. XXVI.
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Main Economic Indicators

1994 1995 1996 1997

GDP at constant prices (a) 1.8 2.1 -10.9 -7.4(1)

Agricultural production (a) 7.1 16.0 -13.3 0.3.

Industrial production (a) 7.8 9.8 -2.1 -11.5

Consumer price index (a) 96.1 62.2 132.2 1084.7

Unemployment rate, in % (b) 12.9 11.1 12.5 13.7

Budget balance, % GDP (c) -5.8 -5.7 -11.0 -3.0(1)

Trade balance, $ billion 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4

Current account, $ billion (d) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5

Gross foreign debt, $ billion (b) 11.4 10.2 9.6 10.0

Debt-export ratio, % (e) 220 151 153 159

Notes: (a) percentage change over (the same period of) the previous year; (b) end of
period; (c) consolidated state budget deficit, accrual basis; (d) due basis; (e) in
convertible currencies; (f) preliminary; n.a. = not available.

Source: European Economy, Supplement C: European Reform Monitor, No.2, April
1998.
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1. Introduction

Participation in any system of collective security imposes limits on the national
sovereignty of a country, as well as on its independent strategic planning of de-
fense and foreign policy. It also puts pressure on the various cultures of the mem-
ber countries to conform, inevitably provoking national reactions. These reactions
spring from a fear of external interference in the innennost political and spiritual
realms of each society.

The parallel processes of globalization and regionalization change the very
concept of national security. I They drain the power of the state to cope effectively
with national problems and weaken governments' means to influence events in
their countries. Indeed the nation-state is "too small for the big problems and too
big for the small problems".2 In order to preserve at least the minimum of func-
tions necessary to survive as a state, the mature state consciously delegates power
either vertically upwards to international organizations, downwards to local
authorities or horizontally to non-governmental civil structures.i

The shrinking well-worn leather of the good old nation-state is an especially
serious test for any medium-size country with limited resources, in particular for a
country in deep recession like Bulgaria. Such countries are facing difficult chal-
lenges to their identity, culture, sovereignty and independence. This must be taken
into account when discussing security perceptions and apprehensions of these
countries.

During the Cold War, Bulgaria was known as the Soviet Union's staunchest
satellite and the country's security was provided for at the expense of its sover-
eignty. Fully integrated into the Warsaw Pact, the national security system of
Bulgaria was managed by a pyramidal and strictly centralized decision making
structure, with the Politburo of the Communist Party at the top. The economic
policy of the country was predetermined by the ideological and ineffective strat-
egy of the CMEA. It can be stated without exaggeration that Bulgaria was among
the countries for which the prize of bi-polar stability and security was the highest;
their consequences, the most bitter.

After the collapse of communism, Bulgaria had to adapt its concept of security
and its defense structures to the new realities under the conditions of an ever
deepening economic crisis. The process of reforms in the field of national security
was slow and painful, accompanied by inunense tensions and over-expenditure of
human and political energy.

Wolfgang H. Reinicke, Global Public Policy, in: Foreign Affairs, Vol. 76, No.6
(November/December 1997), pp. 127-138, here p. 135.

2 Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., Has Democracy a Future", in: Foreign Affairs, Vol. 76, No.5
(September/October 1997), pp. 2-12, here p. 12.

3 See for example: Jessica T. Mathews, Power Shift, in: Foreign Affairs, Vol. 76, No.1
(January/February 1997), pp.50-66, Anne-Marie Slaughter, The Real New World
Order, in: Foreign Affairs, Vol. 76, No.5 (September/October 1997), pp. 183-197.
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Bulgaria is situated at the very heart of the Balkans - a stormy and dramatic
place. Only a few years ago, the following six countries were neighbors in a com-
paratively calm sub-region: Bulgaria and Romania - members of the Warsaw
Pact; Greece and Turkey - part of NATO; Yugoslavia with its policy of non-
alignment; and Albania, lost in space and time. Subsequently, "that" Yugoslavia
disintegrated, the Balkan states grew to ten and the Balkans have since suffered
the horrors of war.

At present, Bulgaria's neighbors are: Turkey and Greece, with their "eternal"
conflicts; Macedonia, which wants to prove its right to exist; Serbia, which is the
sick man of Europe; and Romania, which tenaciously endeavors to escape from
the Balkans.

The events that take place in the region of Southeastern Europe have a great
impact on both continental and global security. It is a region located between the
East and the West, between the North and the South, between Europe and Asia,
between Christianity and Islam; the region where the 19th, 20th and 21st centuries
meet. It is also a region in which different cultures and economic systems,
different conceptions about future functions of the State, the Soldier, the Politician
and the Religions Leader counteract and interact. The receding or reconciliation of
these differences will determine whether Southeastern Europe will fulfill the bitter
prophecies concerning the clash of civilizations'[ or will successfully be integrated
into the world of high technology, modem communication and infonnation
societies.
it is becoming increasingly clear that a number of significant threats to Euro-

pean security may come from the southern coast of the Mediterranean, where
potential sources of instability cannot be underestimated: the lack of democratic
traditions, poverty, overpopulation, refugees, corruption, fundamentalism, drug
trafficking, organized crime, terrorism, arsenals of missiles with destructive po-
tential even at a distance of 1,000 km, environmental disasters, etc.

Facing similar dangers, Western Europe would be making a great mistake if it
started to build barriers - political, military, economic or cultural - in order to
separate itself from the other coast of the Mediterranean. This would be a direct
route toward turning Southeastern Europe into a gray zone. In this way, only new
cordons sanitaires, new spots of high tension would arise, which one day could
attain a destructive force, capable of blowing European security apart. The right
perspective here is the policy of the outstretched hand, of cooperation and good-
will.

4 Samuel P. Huntington, The Clash of Civilizations?, in: Foreign Affairs, Vol. 72, No.3
(Summer 1993), pp. 22--49.
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2. Bulgaria as a Producer of Stability aud Security

The regional policy of the Bulgarian govenunent is determined by its location on
the geopolitical map and by the centuries-old tradition of its people. This is a
policy of cooperation and balanced relations with all Balkan countries. It is also a
policy of survival and prevention of the country's involvement in regional con-
flicts.> Bulgaria has no border disputes with neighboring countries and is consis-
tently against the establishment of "spheres of influence", "axes" and alliances by
some regional states, directed against others.

Notwithstanding the negative image Bulgaria gained in the last years of totali-
tarianism by persecuting its own people of Turkish heritage, since 1989 Bulgaria
has provided a unique model for overcoming ethnic and religious contradictions.
The Bulgarian approach to regulating these issues is proof that European stan-
dards are applicable in the Balkans.

A special case for Bulgaria here is the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedo-
nia. The two countries have a common past and, as President Stoyanov said be-
fore the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, "the history of Mace-
donia is a part of the most romantic in Bulgarian history'v. Most Bulgarians con-
sider the Slavic population of Macedonia to be people of Bulgarian origin and
identity, speaking the Bulgarian language or at least its dialect. Nevertheless,
Bulgaria was the first country to recognize, on 15 January 1992, the independence
of Macedonia and to lobby for its recognition by the international community.

Throughout the war in the former Yugoslavia, Bulgaria strictly observed the
UN sanction on FRY and demonstrated that it adhered to the principle of solidar-
ity as a core of the Euro-Atlantic security community.

The direct losses to Bulgaria caused by these sanctions were equal to half of
the country's external debt and have gone without any compensanon.? The very
existence of the embargo zone was among the main reasons for the criminaliza-
tion of the Bulgarian economy. To this enormous material and moral damage, one
could also add Iraq's debt of 1.5 billion USD, unpaid and overdue as a result of
the Gulf War.

5 Zhelyu Zhelev, Bulgaria and Europe, in: Bulgarian Military Review, No. 3/4 (1994),
pp.22-29.

6 See for example, The history of Macedonia is a part of the most romantic Bulgarian
history. Public discussion of CITIZEN Society, in: Democratic Review, Book 32
(Summer 1997), pp. 183-198.

7 Petar Stoyanov, Statement to the North Atlantic Council, NATO HQ, Brussels,
Wednesday, 29 January 1997, 5 pages, here pp. 112; G. Pirinski, Report on the
economic consequences and problems for neighboring countries arising from the
implementation of United Nations sanctions against the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro), Parliamentary Assembly, Council of Europe,
Doc. 6979,15.12.1993.
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Following a willingness to contribute to the efforts in overcoming the conse-
quences of the Yugoslav crisis, Bulgaria participates in the NATO-led SFOR in
Bosnia, where a Bulgarian army engineer unit operates within a Netherlands'
battalion and a transportation section is included in the Greek contingent of the
muitinationallogistic group BELUGA. .

A lot has been done by Bulgaria to overcome the legacy from the recent past
of mutual distrust with Turkey and Greece. The relations with these countries have
been described as "fine" by former President Zhelev and "excellent" by present
President Stoyanov. The Bulgarian military has energetically worked to establish
a new spirit of cooperation and to put much emphasis on professional and human
contacts, on deepening confidence and on security building measures.f The an-
nouncement by President Stoyanov of the idea for the creation of joint Bulgarian-
Greek and Bulgarian-Turkish battalions in the framework of PfP could be consid-
ered as revolutionary in the light of historically accumulated sentiments. Follow-
ing intensive and at times delicate considerations, Multinational Peace Forces for
Southeastern Europe have been created as army formations from the countries in
the region to perform tasks in peacekeeping operations and to be a part of the
eITF. The location of their headquarters will be changed every four years on the
principle of rotation, starting with Plovdiv, a Bulgarian town, situated at equal
distance from Turkey and Greece and equipped with a very well developed com-
munications and military infrastructure.

A significant result of Bulgaria's efforts to improve regional stability and co-
operation was the regional Foreign Ministers' Meeting, held in Sofia on 6/7 July
1996. The Sofia Declaration'' laid the foundations for a process, which is com-
patible with the Royaumont-process initiated by the EU and with the Southeast
European Cooperative Initiative of the US government. The basis for these activi-
ties is formed by a number of joint projects: cross-border cooperation; moderni-
zation of infrastructure; encouraging trade and investment; environmental protec-
tion; closer contacts in the humanitarian, social and cultural fields; cooperation in
the fields of justice, crime prevention, illicit drug and arms traffic and terrorism.

Euro-Atlantic cooperation in the region could give an impetus to other existing
regional initiatives as well. The most important among them is the Black Sea Eco-
nomic Cooperation, whose existence so far does not meet the high hopes it had
roused.

8 Sofia Document on Mutually Complementary Confidence and Security Building
Measures and Military Contacts Between Bulgaria and Turkey (December 1991), in:
Bulgarian Military Review, Pilot Issue (1992), pp. 52-54, Security-Building Measures
Between the Republic of Bulgaria and the Hellenic Republic, Supplementary to the
1990 Vienna Document (December 1992), in: BuIgarska armiya, No. 1101, 1992, p. 4.

9 Sreshta na ministrite na vanshnite raboti na lztochna Evropa [Meeting of the Foreign
Ministers of the countries of the Southeastern Europe], (Sofia, 6-7 July 1996), in:
Mezhdunarodni otnoshenia, No.4 (1996), p. 5-13.
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Four of the nine trans-European corridors established at the pan-European
Transport Conference in Crete (March 1994) cross the region: TC IV: Central
Europe to the Eastern Mediterranean; TC VII: the Danube; TC VIII: the Adriatic
to the Black Sea; TC IX: the Baltic to the Eastern Mediterranean. The Bulgarian
government treats the building of a modem regional infrastructure as an extremely
important factor for the stabilization of the region and as a principal engine for its
all-round development.! 0

3. External Challenges to the Security of Bulgaria

The external challenges to Bulgarian national security could be considered merely
latent; however, in the Balkans they are loaded with considerable destructive
potential. Here we need only look at the smoldering conflicts in the former Yugo-
slavia (Bosnia, Kosovo, Macedonia), radical Islamic fundamentalism, political as
well as religious terrorism, and fmally, international organized crime.

In recent years, Bulgaria followed with an understandable interest the discus-
sions on the CFE Treaty. One of the main objectives of this Treaty was to elimi-
nate the possibility of a surprise attack and to relieve the excess of armaments in
Central Europe by partly destroying them and partly re-locating them according to
the Cascade Plan in the Flank Zone. This zone includes Bulgaria. Romania,
Moldova, Georgia, Azerbaijan, Armenia, parts of the Ukraine and Russia, plus
Iceland, Norway, Greece and Turkey. The cascading resulted in an even greater
quantitative and qualitative imbalance in armaments and equipment in the Bal-
kans11

However, the possibility of changes in the agreements of 1990 caused embar-
rassment in Bulgaria: first, that the integrity of the CFE Treaty could be violated;
second, that the fragile balance of the agreed limitations could be disturbed; and
third, that all discussions were held mainly at the high level between NATO and
Russia, where the voice of Bulgaria could hardly have been heard. Yet ultimately,
the Flank Agreements, reached at the CFE Review Conference in May 1996 and
put into force 15 May 1997, did not intensify Bulgaria's worries because it regu-
lated changes outside the sphere of Bulgaria's direct national interests (see Table I
on page 214).

10 Ivan Kostov, Security and cooperation in the Black Sea region, Statement, Crans
Montana, 29 June 1997.

11 Nikolay Slatinski, Security of Bulgaria: Regional and European Dimensions, in:
Bulgarian Military Review, No. 3/4 (1994), pp. 58-72, here pp. 65/66.
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Table 1

CFE Treaty Ceilings and Holdings as of 1 January 1996
(Tanks, Armored Combat Vehicles, Artillery - 100 mm

caliber and more, Combat Aircraft and Attack Helicopters)

Country Tanks ACV's Artillery Aircraft Helicopters Manpower

Bulgaria: ceilings 1475 2000 1750 235 67 104000
holdings 1475 1985 1750 235 44 99778

Romania: ceilings 1375 2100 1475 430 120 230248
holdings 1375 2073 1471 373 16 198 135

Greece: ceilings 1735 2534 1 878 650 18 158 621
holdings 1735 2324 I 878 489 6 158621

Turkey": ceilings 2795 3 120 3523 750 43 530000
holdings 2608 2450 3 103 383 20 527670

Ex-Warsaw Pact":
ceilings 20000 30000 20000 6800 2000 2988000
holdings 19044 28278 19066 5870 1466 2150452

NATO"': ceilings 19142 29822 18286 6662 2000 2791 181
holdings 14102 22488 14824 4295 1297 2265792

Total"': ceilings 39142 59822 38286 13462 4000 5789181
holdings 33 146 50766 33890 10 165 2763 4416244

Note: ...In the ATTU (the Atlantic to the Urals) zone only, in which the CFE Treaty is
applied.

Source: Zdislaw Lachowski, Conventional arms control and security cooperation in
Europe, in: SIPRI, Yearbook 1996: Armaments, Disarmament and International
Security, pp. 709-739, here Table 16.3, p. 716.

The opportunity for other, until now non-participating, states to join the Treaty
is extremely important for Bulgaria because, except for Romania, Greece and
Turkey, no other country in the region is a part of the Treaty. The fact that the
total quantity of armaments after the adoption of the revised CFE Treaty is to be
less than the quantity allowed for in its original 1990 version is further good news
for Bulgaria. This is because the regional military imbalance will remain a reason
for concern for the Bulgarian military and for Bulgarians as a whole for a long
time to come.

The security of Southeastern Europe is a strategic element of European secu-
rity. The alternatives for this region are the following:
- source of conflicts or generator of stability;
- consumer or producer of security;
- bridge between Europe and the Mediterranean or border between civilizations;
- integral part of Europe or gray zone.
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Without a meaningful integration of Southeastern Europe, European security
can be neither common nor indivisible. Europe's refusal to overcome historical
illusions and to assist in overcoming problems in its own backyard is equivalent to
a refusal to participate in the competition for leading world roles during the first
decades of the new century. Such a denial can lead to millions of new human
dramas and to a threat to European cohesion and identity. The tragic lesson of
Bosnia is like an open book. One should learn to read it, between the lines, be-
cause its warnings address everyone.

4. Domestic Problems

The dramatic events in Bulgaria, in January 1997, when crowds of young people
and students protested mostly on the streets urging the Bulgarian Socialist Party
goverurnent to resign, ended the seven years of drift of the country and its lack of
courage in making decisive reforms of its political leadership.

The depth of political, economic and moral crisis in Bulgarian society was
striking: political instability, a devastated economy, an apocalyptic fmancial crisis,
creeping hyperinflation (December 1996: 26.9 percent, January 1997: 43.8 per-
cent, February 1997: 242.7 percent), raging crime and corruption. The exchange
rate of the Bulgarian lev to the US dollar at the beginning of 1997 simply ex-
ploded (3 January 1997: 495.74 [levs for 1 dollar], 13 January: 642.69, 23 Janu-
ary: 731.71, 3 February: 1021.9, 13 February: 2936.7).

These extraordinary dynamics did not come out of the blue. For seven years
the material well being of the Bulgarian people had consistently declined and the
sense of insecurity grew with every passing day. For example, in 1996 as com-
pared to 1990, consumption of basic foodstuffs per head decreased as follows: 12
bread and baker's goods by more than 14 percent, meat and meat products by 32.5
percent, milk and milk foods by 48 percent. Real incomes in 1996 were only 34.4
percent of real incomes in 1990, while the GDP in 1996 was 77.4 percent of the
GDP in 1990.13

These seven years were accompanied by political confrontation and divisions
in society, by pessimism, a lack of belief, social and demographic problems and
by an exodus to the West - especially of the young and well qualified.

For this reason, security challenges came to the fore which were mainly of a
domestic nature and linked to the deteriorating economic situation. Only ethnic
and religious problems did not deteriorate as usually happens in the Balkans in
similar circumstances. This proved that the Bulgarian model of solving such
problems did work.

12 Bulgarskata ikonomika v usJoviata na pari chen savet [Bulgarian economy in the
conditions of the Currency Board], University of National and World Economy, Sofia,
1997, here p. 56.

13 Ibid., p. 22.
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The main "responsibility" for this deep crisis rests with the Bulgarian Socialist
Party (BSP, the former cornmunist party - BCP), which, with short exceptions,
had its own government or controlled the government in power during this period
of seven years.

The solution to the crisis came with the efforts of the newly-elected President,
Petar Stoyanov, and the caretaker government appointed by him with Stefan Sofi-
yanski as Prime Minister. Due to decisive measures taken by this government and
by the Allied Democratic Forces (ADF) government of Ivan Kostov, which came
into power after the elections in April 1997, far-reaching economic reforms were
started. On I July 1997, a Currency Board was introduced and the Bulgarian lev
was pegged to the German mark at an exchange rate of 1000 levs for IDEM.

The priorities of the ADF government, elected by two-thirds of the members
of Parliament, were: 14 financial stabilization and structural changes, price and
investment liberalization, resolute measures to combat corruption and organized
crime, strengthening national security, the creation of favorable external condi-
tions for reforms and speedy accession to NATO and the ED.

Among the most important concrete steps of the new government were: the
approval by three-quarters of MPs of the Declaration of National Concord; IS
almost unanimous approval by Parliament of the Decision on Measures to Combat
Crime and Corruption; 16 adoption of new banking and tax laws and new laws on
foreign investment by the Ministry of the Interior; adoption of the National Secu-
rity Conceptl? and the National Strategy for Counteraction Against Crime; 18
amendments to the Defense and Armed Forces Law and to the Penal and the Penal
Procedure Code; and fmally, the signing of new agreements with the IMF, the
WorId Bank and the ED, which ensured new credits and loans and allowed normal
debt service.

The basic results of the new approach to goveming were: 19 the Bulgarian Na-
tional Bank's foreign exchange reserve increased from 0.72 billion to mere than 5

14 Program of the Govemment of the Republic of Bulgaria (1997-2001) "Bulgaria
2001", May 1997, pp. 1/2.

15 Deklaratsia na Narodnoto Sabranie na Republika Bulgaria za Natsionalno saglasie,
[The Declaration of the National Assembly of the Republic of Bulgaria on National
Concord], in: Durzhaven Vestnik, No. 38,13.5.1997, p. 3.

16 Reshenie na Narodnoto sabranie na Republika Bulgaria za merki v borbata s
prestapnostta i koruptsiata [Decision of the National Assembly of the Republic of
Bulgaria on Measures to Combat Crime and Corruption], in: Durzhaven Vestnik, No.
119, 12.12.97,p. 1.

17 Kontseptsia za natsionalna sigumost [National Security Concept], in: Durzhaven
Vestnik, No. 46, 22.4.1998, pp. 1-5.

18 Natsionalna Strategia za protivodeistvie na prestapnostta [National Strategy for
Counteraction Against Crime], in: Trud, 26.7.1998, pp. 1-8.

19 The Performance of the Government of the Republic of Bulgaria from May 21 to
August 31, 1997, The First 100Days, in: The Insider, No.9 (1997), pp. 11-16.
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billion OEM; the confidence of both Bulgarian and foreign investors in the lev
and in the banks was being restored; decline in the real sector was overcome;
inflation was drastically cut from 242.7 percent in February to 1-2 percent
monthly; and the interest rate was reduced from 206 percent on average in Febru-
ary 1997 to the current levels of 5-6 percent.

There are, however, the first signs that these reforms in Bulgaria are being
hampered and slowed down. The gradual centralization of power, the enonnous
control over the mass media, the efforts to limit the independence of the judicial
power and the high rate of corruption are already eroding the popular support and
confidence in the government.

5. Bulgaria-NATO Relations

5.1 The Policies of the Bulgarian Governments

The integration of Bulgaria into the existing Euro-Atlantic structures is a key issue
in terms of the meaning and substance of Bulgaria's transition to democracy.

However, in the first years of transition, the severe political polarization led to
the introduction of political elements on every significant national security issue.
A part of the public considered NATO to be the ideal solution and Russia the
devil; another part preferred the old view of Russia as the guardian angel and
NA 'FO as the imperialist aggressor. These disputes were to a certain extent a gro-
tesque continuation of a tradition started at the end of the 19th century, which
divided public opinion into Russophiles and Russophobes.

First of all, it is necessary to briefly trace the chronology of Bulgaria-NATO
relations, outlining events as they occurred for the first time.20

In June 1990, the first elections following the end of totalitarianism were held
in Bulgaria. In the pre-election platform of the BSP, NATO was not even men-
tioned and the BSP declared that it was in favor of Bulgaria's participation in the
Warsaw Treaty Orgamzation.U

In its pre-election platform, the Union ofOemocratic Forces supported
the dissolution of both the Warsaw Pact and NATO, as the necessary conditions arise.
Until then, Bulgaria would fulfill its obligations as an ally with a sense of duty, but
would work as well for the quick abolition of the two confronting blocs.22

On 23 August 1990, Solomon Passy, MP said from the tribune of the Grand
National Assembly that the accession - political as well military - of Bulgaria to

20 See also Appendix XV: Chronology of Events, in NATO Office of Information and
Press, NATO Handbook: Partnership and Cooperation, Brussels, Reprinted edition,
with amendments, pp. 295-351.

21 SSP, Predizboma platforma [Pre-Election Platform], Sofia, 1990, pp. 27-28.
22 UDF, Predizboma platforma "45 godini stigat" [Pre-Election Platform "45 years are

enough"], Sofia, 1990, here p. 14.
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NATO will speed up the natural processes, provide a new and unprecedented
security in the Balkans and give strong guarantees for peace with all neighboring
countries, encouraging Bulgarian economic and information integration into a
united Europe.23 In those days the authors were also parliamentarians and re-
member very well the reaction in the Plenary hall. The idea sounded rather exotic.
In August 1990, a sociological survey showed that only 17 percent of the Bulgari-
ans supported this idea, while 83 percent were against24

On IS November 1990, Bulgarian Foreign Minister Liuben Gotsev was re-
ceived at NATO Headquarters by then Secretary-General Manfred Womer.

On 19 and 20 November 1990, a group of five parliamentarians "unofficially"
visited NATO Headquarters in Brussels and had meetings with several high
NATO officials and with Manfred Womer. In a written report, they gave their
interpretation of the conversations in Brussels:

In answer to the question put by the Bulgarian side on the perspectives of relations
between Bulgaria and NATO, it was stated that NATO enlargement by accepting East
European states as regular members of the Alliance was not on the agenda at present.
This was determined first of all by the fact that after the signing of the CFE Treaty and
under the conditions of the already emerging new European security structure, a defi-
nite strategic balance was achieved. If not coordinated with the Soviet Unioo

i
violation

of this balance would mean in particular a violation of the stability in Europe. 5
On 26-28 November 1990, the North Atlantic Assembly granted the Bulgarian

parliamentary delegation an associate delegation status.
On 22 December 1990, eight parliamentarians drafted a proposal for decision,

signed by 135 out of 400 MPs, in which it was stated that the Grand National
Assembly

assigns to the Council of Ministers the task of starting necessary consultations on coo-
ditions for the People's Republic of Bulgaria to join the North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
zation (NATO) according to Art. 10 of that Treaty.26

The National Security Committee voted unanimously for that decision only in
April 1991. But it proved impossible to get the parliament to adopt it27

On 30 April 1991, Bulgarian Prime Minister Dimitar Popov and General-
Colonel Iordan Mutafchiev, Minister of Defense, visited the NATO Headquarters.

Between 12 and 14 June 1991, Manfred Womer paid an official visit to Bul-
gana.

23 The Atlantic Club of Bulgaria, Press review, January 1990-4 April 1991.
24 Solomon Passy, Bulgaria i NATO: Razmisli na finalnata prava (Vmesto predgovor)

[Bulgaria and NATO: Reminiscences on the final line (Instead of Preface)], in:
Solomon PassylDimitar IonchevlNikolay SlatinskiNaleri RachevNassil
Mihailov/Andrey Ivanov, Patyat kam NATO [The Road to NATO], Free Initiative
Foundation, Sofia, 1997, p. 3-8.

25 The authors have this document at their disposal (translated by the authors).
26 Translated into English by the authors.

27 Solomon Passy, note 24, p. 5.
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On I July 1991 in Prague, President Zhelyu Zhelev together with other heads
of states signed the protocol officially disbanding the Warsaw Pact.

On 14 November 1991, President Zhelyu Zhelev visited NATO.
On 20 December 1991, Bulgarian Foreign Minister Stoyan Ganev attended the

inaugural meeting of the North Atlantic Cooperation Council.
On 21 December 1993, the 36th National Assembly adopted a declaration in

which it
re-affirms the sovereign policy of the Republic of Bulgaria of association into the
European and Euro-Atlantic security structures and the position that its security shall
not be detrimental to the security of other states

and declared that it is in favor of
continuing the efforts to use the opportunities for cooperation provided by NATO and
the WED so that when these organizations enlarge in the future, Bulgaria may join
them with complete respect for the national interest.28

The politician who has worked with the greatest energy and persistence to "le-
gitimize" the Euro-Atlantic idea in Bulgaria and to transform the image of NATO
from a symbol of the enemy to that of a strategic partner of Bulgaria was former
President Zhelev29

On 14 February 1994, President Zhelev signed, on behalf of Bulgaria, the
document to join the Partnership for Peace initiative. Bulgaria welcomed the PfP
initiative as a step - although far from being sufficient - in the right direction30
However, the response of Bulgaria to PtP was not unequivocal; it contained some
dissatisfaction and also reflected a sense of insecurity as a result of the war in
Bosnia and the UN sanctions against former Yugoslavia.U

Many politicians viewed the PfP as a polite refusal to speed up the integration
of Bulgaria with NATO and to promote competition for membership among the
CEECs. The fact that the PfP offered equal opportunities to them in the process of
integration with NATO was viewed as both its greatest merit and its main short-
coming. A merit because at that time no criterion existed for Bulgaria to be sepa-
rated from the Visegrad countries; and a shortcoming, because the different coun-

28 Deklaratsia na Narodnoto Sabranie na Republika Bulgaria [Declaration of the National
Assembly of the Republic of Bulgaria], in: Durzhaven Vestnik, No. 110, 30.12.1993,
p.5. As then chairman and deputy chairman of the parliamentary national security
committee, the authors are satisfied that the adoption of this very important declaration
was only possible with their cooperation.

29 See for example: Zhelyu Zhelev, Co-operating with NATO in the interest of national
security, Bulgarian Military Review, No. 3/4 (1993), pp. 13-18, Zhelyu Zhelev,
Bulgaria in Partnership for Peace, Bulgarian Military Review, No. 3/4 (1994), pp. 16-
22, Zhelyu Zhelev, Bulgaria's New Foreign Policy and NATO, Bulgarian Military
Review, No. I (1995), pp. 3-11.

30 Zhelyu Zhelev, Seeking a Place in a New Collective Security System, in: Bulgarian
Military Review, No. I (1994), pp. 1-5.

31 Nikolay Slatinski/Marina Caparini, "Bulgarian Security and Prospects for Reform",
NATO Review, No.2 (March 1995), pp. 28-32, here p. 29.
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tries were located in different zones of security or more precisely, in different
degrees of insecurity; a fact which was never taken into consideration by the PfP.

Being the major political force in the country, with full control over the expert
government of Liuben Berov (1993-94), with <!I1 absolute parliamentary majority
and with its own government of Zhan Videnov (1995-96), the BSP limited its
policy to furtive and inconsistent steps toward NATO and contributed to a great
extent to a sharp confrontation in Bulgarian society and among its political and
intellectual elites. A large part of the electorate and leaders of this party could not
overcome their strong bias against NATO.

As already mentioned, Bulgarian society was deeply divided; knowing that
Bulgaria had no chances for membership in NATO, it feared that the persistent
pursuit of this membership could seriously worsen its relations with Russia. These
worries were due to a great extent to bitter historic experience. But simultaneously
they were a consequence of the obvious lack of clear political will to find a strate-
gic vision adequate to the new realities in Europe.

On the one hand, Prime Minister Zhan Videnov declared:
For Bulgaria, there is' no alternative to integration with the European economic, politi-
cal and militar3' organizations, and to increasing closeness with the Euro-Atlantic secu-
rity structures. 2

But on the other hand, he wrote in his party newspaper:
NATO must develop into a collective security system by further integration, but not as
some kind ofa unilateral expansion of the West with a unilateral democratization of the
East, as some imagine it. The march of democracy in column of tanks? No, thanks! We
have already seen that!33
President Zhelev asked
whether the SSP government has renounced the independent foreign policy that Bul-
garia has been implementing since 1990? If this is the case, whom does the SSP serve?
And is it capable at all of pursuing a responsible national policy defending the coun-
try's national independence and state sovereignty?34

Similarly, President Stoyanov called the BSP's foreign policy "a faking of
Euro-Atlantic integration,,35

Thus, Bulgaria remained the only CEEC which did not make an official decla-
ration stating a willingness to become a NATO member. This doomed it to grow-
ing isolation and a muddled foreign policy.

Even the Study on NATO Enlargement was not thoroughly discussed. It was

32 Zhan Videnov, Bulgaria and the Future Security Systems: Regional, Continental and
Global, in: Bulgarian Military Review, No. I (1995), pp. 12-19, here p. 13.

33 Zhan Videnov, Sigumostta na Bulgaria ste gradim s dostoinstvoto na hiliadoletna
natsiya [We will build the security of Bulgaria with the dignity of a thousand year old
nation], in: Duma, 22.4.1995, p. 7.

34 Zhelyu Zhelev, Where is Bulgaria heading after a year of Socialist Party rule?, in:
Bulgarian Military Review, No. I (1996), pp. 3-11, here pp. 9/1O.

35 Petar Stoyanov, Statement to the North Atlantic Council (NAC), note 7, p. I.
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only geared to the very sensitive issue for the Bulgarian public, viz. the possible
deployment of NATO bases, personnel and equipment on its territory (even today,
despite a pro-NATO govenunent, politicians obviously avoid discussing this is-
sue).

This ambiguous, insincere attitude was drastically changed at the beginning of
1997 when the socialists fell from power as a result of their total inability to cope
with current economic issues. The provisional govenunent of Stefan Sofiyanski
adopted a special decision saying that inspired by the conviction that full member-
ship in NATO corresponded to the strategic national interests of Bulgaria, it stated
the will of Bulgaria to become full member of NATO and expressed the willing-
ness that Bulgaria be considered a country which was ready to be invited to begin
accession negotiations with the Alliance.36

On 17 March 1997, the provisional govenunent adopted the National Program
on the preparation for Bulgaria's accession to NATO. On 12 May it endorsed a
decision for financial guarantees for the implementation of this Program, allocat-
ing 27 billion levs (about 16 million USD). The analogous amount for 1998 is 39
billion levs (about 21 million USD) and for 1999 - I billion levs (about 23 million
USD).

The National Program contained a series of measures for the real preparation
of Bulgaria to become a fully-fledged member of NATO. Among them were the
following:37

development of the National Security Strategy and the Military Doctrine,
compatible to the maximum degree with the Alliance's Strategic Concept of
1991;

- activities to enhance and improve civilian and democratic control over the
armed forces and to promote civil-military relations;

~ expanding Bulgaria's forces and assets available for PiP activities;
- training and preparation of special forces and assets for participation in inter-

national operations under NATO conunand;
- preparation for appropriate national participation in the CJTF;
- activities for achievement of enhanced interoperability of the Bulgarian anned

forces with the Alliance's;
- developing a program for the adaptation of defense industry and defense pro-

curement to existing standards and practices in NATO member states;
- expanding the staff of the Bulgarian Liaison Office at NATO Headquarters;

36 Reshenie No. 192 na Ministerskiya Savet na Republika Bulgaria za palnopravno
chlenstvo na Republika Bulgaria v Organizatsiata na Sevemoatlanticheskiya Dogovor
[Decision No. 192 of the Council of Ministers of the Republic of Bulgaria on the full
membership of the Republic of Bulgaria in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization],
in: Durzhaven Vestnik, No. 16,21.2.1997, p. 6.

37 Natsionalna Programa za podgotovkata i prisaediniavaneto na Republika Bulgaria kam
Sevemoatlanticheskiya sayuz [The National Program on the Preparation for Bulgaria's
Accession to the North Atlantic Alliance], in; Bulgarska Armiya, 17.3.1997, p. 7.
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- a comprehensive study of the financial implications of NATO membership.
Parallel to these endeavors, intensive foreign political activities were under-

taken with the hope of offsetting the significant lag on the road to NATO mem-
bership and of suggesting that at last the Bulgarian people had made its fmal
Euro-Atlantic civilization choice.

As proof of this ambitious task, the parliament adopted the Declaration on Na-
tional Concord,38 in whicb the MPs stated that they would support Bulgaria's
membership in NATO and the ED. In a poll made by the National Center for
Studying Public Opinion (NCSPO) In June 1997, 55.7 percent said that if they
were MPs, they would vote "for" NATO membership and 20.9 percent said they
would vote "against". The respective numbers concerning Bulgaria's membership
in the EU were 83.3 percent "for" and only 3.3 percent "against,,39

In its Program "Bulgaria 2001", the ADF government declared its firm inten-
tion "to undertake all efforts for Bulgaria's acceptance by NATO at the end of the
government's four year term".40

Direct suggestions and over-optimistic statements created unrealistic expecta-
tions for extraordinary positive results at NATO's Madrid Summit of 8/9 July
1997. For example, the Bulgarian foreign minister said in an interview to UDF's
political newspaper on the very eve of the Summit:

In Madrid four countries will win - the Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary and Bul-
garia. Bulgaria will indeed come on the stage as a country which will be considered to
be in the very near future adequately prepared for membership.41

The decisions in Madrid were seen as a departure from the spirit of Yalta,42
but the fact that the country was not mentioned in the Madrid Declaration,43 as
well as the subsequent statement of the European Conunission that Bulgaria
should not be included in the list of countries to start negotiations for joining
EU,44 had a sobering effect on public opinion.

Nevertheless, the key message from Madrid was correctly interpreted: the door

38 The Declaration of the National Assembly of the Republic of Bulgaria on National
Concord, note 15.

39 NCSPO, Obstestvenoto mneniye [The Public Opinion], June 1997, here pp. 13, IS.
40 Program of the Government of the Republic nfBulgaria (l997~2001), note 14.
41 Interview with Nadezhda Mihailova: V Madrid ste spechelyat chetiri darzavi - Polsha,

Chehia, Ungaria i Bulgaria [In Madrid four countries will win - Poland, the Czech
Republic, Hungary and Bulgaria], in: Demokratsia, 7.7.1997, p. 6.

42 Nadezhda Mihailova, Bulgaria and NATO Enlargement. Lecture before the Atlantic
Club in Bulgaria, 17 July 1997, here p. I.

43 Madrid Declaration on Euro-Atlantic Security and Cooperation, NATO Review, No.4
(July-August 1997), Special insert, Documentation, pp. 1-4.

44 See European Commission, Agenda 2000. For a stronger and wider Union. Document
drawn up on the basis of COM(97) 2000 final, Bulletin of the European Union,
Supplement 5/97, p. 57.
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of NATO remains open to every European democratic country willing to join it
and able to assume the responsibilities aod obligations ensuing from membership.

It is understandable that opponents of the ADF received the results from Ma-
drid with Schadenfreude. Those who had foreseen these results made an attempt
to comfort the Bulgarian public. It was very difficult to expect anything better for
the country right now, particularly since Bulgaria remained the only country with-
out supporters and advocates in NATO. Its neighbors Greece and Turkey, with all
their supposed will to lobby for Bulgaria, could hardly play this role with any
success, being themselves a source of problems for NATO.

For a long time the basic reasons for Bulgaria's NATO membership were
mainly moral appeals for a united and peaceful Europe. Gradually, the present
ruling politicians started to put more emphasis on the importance of NATO en-
largement for Southeastern Europe. An attempt to rationalize their "pro" NATO
arguments would produce the followingri>

Changing NATO will be the cornerstone of Euro-Atlantic security in the 21st
century.

- The will to join NATO is an expression of an unequivocal and sovereign
choice and reflects the will to join the Euro-Atlantic family of free and demo-
cratic nations.

- Bulgaria desires to participate as an equal partner in the processes of reform
and decision-making in the Euro-Atlantic security area, especially concerning
Southeastern Europe.

- Bulgaria's membership in the Alliance will enhance its capabilities to contrib-
ute to the stability and security in the region.

- The ultimate linkage of the northern flank of NATO to the southern one would
provide the latter with additional guarantees and possibilities for preventing
conflicts. It would diminish the risk of creating "gray zones" in this part of
Europe and would certainly contribute to the greater coherence of the Euro-
Atlantic security and defense area.

- Bulgaria's NATO membership is seen as a reliable anchor and an efficient
vehicle for the modernization of the country. The very prospect of joining
Euro-Atlantic institutions will strongly encourage direct foreign investment
and business activity, will support Bulgarian economic recovery and reform
and will ensure the country with reliable transport and energy infrastructure.
The establishment of the Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council was welcomed by

Bulgaria as a means by which Bulgaria could launch its own initiatives for closer
cooperation with NATO and fmd its individual path to the Alliance. The intention
to draw the Partners more actively into the process of decision-making in order to
overcome the basic shortcoming of the NACC proved just too promising. As

45 See for example: Ivan Kostov, Statement at the closing session of the General
Assembly of the Atlantic Treaty Association, Sofia, 7.10.1997, Nadezhda Mihailova,
note 42.
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Pedro Holstein-Campilho observed:
basically, decisions were taken in the North Atlantic Council among the NATO mem-
bers and were simply brought to the attention of cooperation partners as a given in the
NACC meeting that followed. The input from cooperation partners in the decisions was
minimal, ifnon-existent.46

At the same time, political circles in Bulgaria feared that the EAPC could
serve as consolation for the candidates not invited to become members of NATO
during the first round of accession.

During the NATO Summit of 8/9 July 1997 in Madrid, Bulgaria announced its
initiative for enhanced consultations and cooperation in Southeastern Europe and
the Black Sea region in the area of security within the framework of the EAPC.
This initiative comprisesr'"

political consultations and cooperation on issues of regional security and sta-
bility;
subjects for which the PiP could provide a mechanism for operational follow-
up (e.g. regional military cooperation, forces' restructuring and improving
their interoperability, participation in NATO peacekeeping operations, defense
planning and budgeting);

~ confidence- and security-building measures in the region;
discussions on arms control in the region;

_ joint elaboration and implementation of infrastructure projects of the NATO
Security Investment Program;

_ promotion of contacts and cooperation among NOOs of countries in the region
established to promote the ideas and principles of the Washington Treaty.
According to Bulgarian diplomats, the regional cooperation in the framework

of the EAPC should not be an end in itself and should not lead to the creation of
"regional clubs". It should not replace the existing regional forums of cooperation
or duplicate the activities of other organizations with competencies in this area -
such as the OSCE. Finally, it should not be an alternative to membership in
NATO for "have-not" countries, but should grow as an instrument to further en-
gage their committed efforts to the benefit of regional security.

Another important proof that Bulgaria takes a serious view of the regional co-
operation was the Meeting of the Ministers of Defense of the Southeastern Euro-
pean PiP participating states, Greece and Turkey, as well as Italy and the US, held
in Sofia on 3 October 1997.

The Sofia Defense Ministerial (SDM) gave rise to one very serious problem.
The Bulgarian government decided not to invite the Russian defense minister. As
a whole, the independent media and experts did not approve the government's

46 Pedro Holstein-CampilholTamas Wachsler/Ion Ratiu, NATO Enlargement,
Partnership for Peace and the Return to Europe", North Atlantic Assembly, Defense
and Security Committee, Draft Interim Report, 5.9.1997, here p. 7.

47 Listed according to Nadezhda Mihailova, note 42, p.3/4, and information from
Bulgarian diplomats.
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decision. Without doubt some of them were influenced by the very negative reac-
tion of Russia. The conflict contributed to the unprecedented worsening of rela-
tions between Bulgaria and Russia.

In the Joint Statement issued after the SDM, the Ministers confmned "their
governments' deternrination to contribute to the development of concrete initia-
tives for an enhanced EAPC cooperation in Southeastern Europe and the Black
Sea region to address security risks and challenges".

They agreed that "the integration of Southeastern European states with the
European security organizations, including NATO, would be facilitated by the
expansion of regional defense cooperation and confidence- and security-building
measures" .48

5.2 The Cost of NATO Membership

The issue of the "price" to be paid for NATO membership has so far not been
seriously and widely discussed. The argument of those in support of NATO is that
the country's cost for joining NATO will be many times less than the expenses of
providing an independent national security. In their pre-election campaign, Presi-
dent Stoyanov and ADF experts maintained that the only inevitable expenditure
for the country would be 800 million USD to build up the C4I system (Command,
Control, Communications, Computers and Intelligence), necessary to attain op-
erative compatibility of the communication and computer systems.f? The Presi-
dent and the ADF never mentioned this sum, or any other, after they came into
power.

At the earliest stages of discussions, NATO opponents mentioned colossal
sums of 40 to 100 billion USD, which Bulgaria had to "pay for the luxury of be-
coming a member of the elite North Atlantic Club". In our opinion, the only real-
istic figures that have appeared so far in the Bulgarian media are our calculations,
which, we realize, give rather approximate figures.50

48 Joint Statement of the Meeting of the Ministers of Defense of Southeastern European
PiP participating states, regional NATO member states Greece and Turkey, as well as
NATO members, Italy and the US, held in Sofia on 3.10.1997 (official translation).

49 Liutskan Liutskanov, Voennotechnicheski aspecti za chlenstvoto na Republika
Bulgaria v NATO [Military-technical aspects of Bulgaria's Membership in NATO], in
Voenen Zhurnal, No.6 (1996), pp.50-55, Liutskan Liutskanov, Gotovi sme s
programa za vlizane v NATO [We are ready with the program for entering into
NATO], Demokratsia, 1.10.1996, p. 3.

50 Nikolay Slatinski, Vanshni and vatreshni izmerenia na natsionalnata sigumost
[Foreign and domestic dimensions of national security], in: Georgi Genov (ed.),
Alternativi na politikata na sigurnost na Republika Bulgaria v usloviata na
demokratichen prehod [Alternatives of the security policy of the Republic of Bulgaria
in the conditions of the democratic transition], University of National and World
Economy, Institute for National Security and-International Relations, Sofia, 1998, pp.
128-147, here p. 141/142.
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We did not envisage the stationing of NATO armed forces on Bulgarian terri-
tory. The basic expenditures as listed in the most appropriate option of all three
well-known costs studies51 were designated for strengthening Bulgaria's defense
capabilities and combat readiness, for partially modernizing its armaments and air
defense and for significantly improving its armed forces' interoperability with
NATO, as well as its logistic, transport and c'r system. According to our estima-
tions, the "price" for Bulgaria's integration into NATO would run to 4-6 billion
USD for a period of 10-15 years or approximately 300-460 million USD per
year.

These data are comparable with estimates of the US Department of Defense,52
which envisages that in the case of the same most appropriate option, the expen-
diture for enlargement will be around 27-35 billion USD for the period 1997-
2009 and that new members should "pay" 50 percent of that amount, that is 13.5-
17.5 billion USD. Naturally, the expenditures of the Czech Republic, Hungary
and Poland would be quite different, but if we calculate the average bill of an
average hypothetical new Central European member we would get an amount of
4.5-5.8 billion USD or 350-450 million USD per year. It is logical to expect that
Bulgaria's expenditure for its integration into NATO would be more or less equal
or even bigger than that of an average Central European country. Bulgaria would
have to increase its defense budget by quite a large amount, as Table 2 suggests.

Table 2

Gross Domestic Product of Bulgaria (GDP, at Current Prices)
and Budget of the Ministry of Defense (MoD)

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998

GDP: real growth 1.8 2.1 -10.1 -6,9 4.0(percent)

GDP: billion levs 522.2 880.3 1748.7 17103.4 23180.2

GDP: billion USD 9.5 12.9 10.8 9.7 12.9

GDP: USD per head 11266 1538.2 1296.0 11680 1615.1

MoD Budget: 234.4 325.1 234.0 210.1 270.8million USD

Sources: Data from the authors' database and calculated according to Bulgaria official

51 See for example Carl Ek, NATO Expansion: Cost Issues, Congressional Research
Service Report for Congress: No. 97-688 F, The Library of Congress, 2.7.1997.

52 Report to the Congress on the Enlargement of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization:
Rationale, Benefits, Costs and Implications, submitted pursuant to Section 1048 of the
Fiscal Year 1997 Defense Authorization Act.
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information from the government, the Bulgarian National Bank and the National
Statistic Institute. Data for 1998 forecasts.

5.3 Public Opinion and the Views of the Political Parties

According to the NCSPO, in May 1996, the idea that Bulgaria should become a
NATO member was supported by 38.2 percent of the population and opposed by
26.7 percent, while 35.1 percent did not know. 10May 1997, those in favor had a
share of 55.7 percent, those against 20.9 percent, with 23.4 percent unable to give
their view.53

Following are the results of three consecutive public opinion polls, made by
BBSS Gallup International:
- December 1995. Question: "What offers the best guarantee for Bulgarian na-

tional security?" Answers: "full neutrality" 32 percent, "I don't know" 31 per-
cent, "NATO" 22 percent, "a military treaty with Russia" 15 percent.

- December 1996. Question: "Do you approve of Bulgaria's membership in
NATO?" Answers: "Yes" 32 percent, "Yes, on certain conditions" 27.1 per-
cent, "Could not say" 34.6 percent, "No" 23.6 percent. 7 percent of BSP sup-
porters were "for" Bulgaria's membership in NATO and 42 percent were
"against", while 45 percent of UDF supporters were "for" and only 7 percent
"against",54

- During April and December 1997, a number of opinion polls were made re-
garding NATO membership; their results are reproduced in Table 3.

Table 3

"Are You 'For" or 'Against' NATO Membership?"
(1997, Percentages)

April June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov.

For 43 44 44 42 44 43 42

Against 13 21 18 19 21 19 19

Source: BBSS Gallup International, Political & Economic Index, Report 1197, Sofia,
November 1997, p. 33.

These polls prove the rather obvious fact that the tenacity with which the UDF
and President Stoyanov promoted NATO membership led to a considerable shift

53 NeSPO, Obstestvenoto mnenie za nyakoi elementi na refonnata (retrospektsia) [The
Public Opinion on Some Elements of the Reform (Retrospection)], July 1997, here
p.12.

54 BBSS Gallup International, Political & Economic Index, Sofia. 1997. p. 210.
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in public attitudes. Nevertheless, a rather large share of "don't knows" remained
(see also Table 4 on page 229).

Among the political parties remaining in opposition and as well as in isolation
regarding its attitude toward NATO, the BSP did not even try to change its posi-
tion. During the last election campaign it stood out firmly for the neutrality of the
country (see Table 4 on page 229).

In Bulgaria there are many who consider neutrality the best choice for the
country. They recall the historical experiences of this century, which show that
each time Bulgaria decided to join a military alliance, it proved to be on the losing
side. The Movement for Neutrality enjoys the support of some influential figures
among left-leaning intellectuals and retired officers from the time of the commu-
nist regime. The basic argument of the "neutrals" is that for Bulgaria

neutrality creates a real opportunity to achieve internal stability and to stimulate na-
tional unity on the basis of national interests, reducing the confrontation among politi-
cal forces and among the people as well. The policy of neutrality will rescue us from
the very real danger of being burdened for decades with heavy economic costs for the
sake of foreign interests. 55
The other parties represented in the National Assembly follow the traditional

public divisions and remain in the shadow of the conflict between the UDF and
the BSP. The People's Union and the Movement for Rights and Freedoms (the
party of ethnic Turks, and, to a certain extent, of Muslims in the country), which
is the UDF's partner in the ADF, are firm supporters of Bulgaria's membership in
NATO (on the attitudes of the parties' supporters see Table 5 on page 230).

The nationalist Bulgarian Business Block faces great difficulties in formulat-
ing the differences in their position from that of the BSP, despite the efforts to
present themselves as a moderate force in the political center.

The newly founded Euro-Left, mainly persons who left the BSP and well-
known public figures, maintains a clear Euro-Atlantic position although its voters
seem to be skeptical about NATO membership.
Military persons traditionally do not express their political views in public but,

though very moderately, they do voice their opinions on important national issues.
The military in active service was for a long time hesitant and relatively skeptic
toward NATO membership because they regarded all difficulties with reforms in
the armed forces as linked with the country's new orientation toward NATO.
Lately the opinion polls show some more "pro-Atlantic" positions - see Table 6
on page 232.

55 Ducho Ousunov, Naistina Ii e trudno da stanem neutralni [Is it Difficult Indeed to
Become Neutral,] in: Duma, 8.10.1997, p. 8, Khristo Tepavicharov, Neutralitetat -
alternativata za Bulgaria [Neutrality - the Alternative for Bulgaria], in:
Mezhdunarodni otnoshenia, No.2 (1996), pp. 25-34.
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Table 4

Attitudes of the Political Parties toward NATOIEUIWEU Membership
and Its Alternatives (June 1998)

Seats in Attitudes Attitudes Attitudes
Name of

Ideological
Parliament toward toward toward

Political (Elections, NATO EU WEU Alter-
Party Orientation Apri/1997) Member- Member- Member- natives

ship ship ship

UDF
democratic,
liberal to

(Union of conservative, 124 for for for none
Democratic anti-com-
Forces) munist

neutrality
DL post- and good
(Democratic communist, 58 unclear for for relations
Left) left with NATO

and Russia

UNS
(Union for

liberal 19 for for for noneNational
Salvation)

EL social demo- 14 for for for(Euro-Left) cratic none

PU
(People's conservative 13 for for for none
Union)

BBB
neutrality

between and good
(Bulgarian nationalist 12 unclear for for relations
Business and for with NATO
Block) and Russia

Note: The government-opposition relations are rather complicated; Allied Democratic
Forces (ADF), the governing coalition consists of UDF and PU. UNS and EL
support the government so far. BBB supports it occasionally; DL is in an irrec-
oncilable, hard opposition to the ADF.

The parliamentary group of UDF consists of the UDF and several small parties.
The parliamentary group of DL consists of the Bulgarian Socialist Party (SSP) and
two small parties. UNS consists of the Movement for Rights and Freedoms (so-
called "Turkish" party) and some small parties. PU consists of the Bulgarian
Agrarian People's Union and the Democratic Party.
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Table 5
Attitudes on NATO Membership, November, 1997

(Percentages)

For Against
Don't
Know

Party supporters:

Allied Democratic Forces 68 6 26
Bulgarian Socialist Party 16 48 35
Union for National Salvation 37 9 54
Euro-Left 30 38 33
Bulgarian Business Block 14 29 57
Others 40 22 38
Non-voters 25 18 57

Age:

18-30 55 9 36
31-40 52 14 34
41-50 45 18 37
51-60 ,. 47 17 35
60- 24 30 46

Region of the country:

Village 33 24 43
Town 38 22 41
County town 53 12 35
Capital 49 18 33

Total 43 19 38

Source: BBSS Gallup International, Political & Economic Index, Sofia 1997, p. 34 ..The
poll was made in 180 places across the country, persons older than 18 years,
N~1099.

6. The Reform of the Bulgarian Armed Forces

Under the conditions of a difficult transition from totalitarianism (when the armed
forces were fully controlled by the communist party) to democracy, the achieve-
ments of Bulgarian society in the area of civilian control over the military deserve
respect. Those achievements included: real de-politicizing; abolition of the politi-
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cal officers' agencies and of the political police and decisive changes in the ac-
tivities of the military counter-intelligence; introduction of civilian leadership in
the Ministry of Defense; establislunent of new relations between the civilians and
the military; a key role for parliamentary supervision and the creation of the Na-
tional Security Consultative Council as a consultative body of the President of the
Republic. These first steps in the reform of the Bulgarian national security sys-
tem56 followed, with certain ups and downs, the main trends of development of
all CEECs, the former members of the Warsaw Pact. 57

However, reforms in civil-military relations will have to become more effec-
tive and democratic on a day-to-day basis. Otherwise, post-totalitarian regressions
will always be possible, such as strong tendencies toward power centralization and
reducing the role of parliament during the government of the BSP.

At the start of its term in office, the ADF government made efforts to dramati-
cally reduce the role of the Chief of the General Staff. These ambitions have been
partially curtailed, following strong negative reactions by the military and scath-
ing criticism by the press. At the end of 1997, some important changes in the
Defense and Armed Forces Law (passed in 1994) were adopted:

The military police and the military counter-intelligence, which were under the
direction of the Chief of the General Staff, are from now on subordinated to
the Mimster of Defense.
A maximum term (of 3 years with a possible prolongation of up to 2 years) for
the Chief of the General Staff.
The Border Forces (Border Police), the Internal Forces (Gendarmerie) and the
National Security Service (civil counter-intelligence) were removed from the
armed forces.

- The term of the conscript military service was reduced for the second time
after 1989: in 1990 - from 24 to 18 months, and in 1997 - from 18 to 12
months.
In the armed forces, there are a number of serious and unsolved problems: in-

sufficient funding; severely limited combat training; running out of technical
resources, armament and military equipment (supplied in the 1980s) and zero
acquisition of new ones; outdated practices for resource provision; bad living
conditions in the barracks and a decline in human resources because many young
people have left the country or are not frt for military service.

56 Valentin Alexandrov, The Geostrategic Situation in Eastern Europe and Bulgaria,
Bulgarian Military Review, No. 3/4 (1993), pp.29-30, Nikolay Slatinski/Marina
Caparini, note 31.

57 Jeffrey Simon, Central European Civil-Military Relations and NATO Expansion,
McNair Paper 39, Washington, D.C.: National Defense University, 1995, pp. 39-73,
83-105, 155-157, Chris Donnelly, Defense transformation in the new democracies,
NATO Review, Vol. 44, No.6 (November 1996), pp. 15-19, Chris Donnelly, Defense
transformation in the new democracies: A framework for tackling the problem, NATO
Review, Vol. 45, No.1 (January 1997), pp. 15-19.
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Table 6

"What Would be the Advantages of Eventual Membership
of Bulgaria in NATO?"

(Percentages)

Positive answers

Professionalization of the army
,
74.4

Modernization of the army . 73.7

National security r 59.4

Strengthening of peace in the Balkans 54.3

Safety for foreign investment in Bulgaria 51.6

Strengthening of geopolitical positions of Bulgaria 49.2

Achievement of national concordance 21.7

Achievement of equality in relation to Russia 16.9

There are no advantages 16.7

Note: The opinion poll was made at the end of July and beginning of August 1997 by
the Center for Sociological Studies at the MoD. N=823, all officers from the dif-
ferent branches of the anned forces.

Source: Gaucho Ganchev/lantsislav IanakievlKhristo Domozetov, Ofitserskiat korpus za
evroatlanticheska orientatsia na Bulgaria [The Officer Corps on the Euro-Atlan-
tic Orientation of Bulgaria], in: Bulgarska Anniya, 3.10.1997, p. 2.

The share of current expenses - such as salaries, food and clothing - is in-
creasing steadily in the army budget. The Chief of the General Staff, General-
Colonel Miho Mihov, stated in the National Assembly:

I declare with full responsibility: we have not one combat efficient formation today in
the Bulgarian army. Not one efficient formation which is able to implement a tactical
or operative instruction. It is a company when we are speaking about a battalion or
regiment, a battalion when we are speaking about a division.58

No military doctrine has been adopted so far, although the BSP government
presented a draft to parliament in 199559 On several occasions, the ADF gov-
ernment has announced that a new military doctrine is near completion.

The main direction of military reforms is connected with the need for reor-
ganization, redeployment, a reduction of the armed forces and a gradual transition
to a professional army. In 1998, the plans are for the professionals to be 5 percent

58 Voennata doctrina shte reshi vaprosa s boespsobnostta na saedineniyata [The Military
Doctrine Will Solve the Issue with the Combat Worthiness of the Formations], in:
Bulgarska armiya, 2.10.1997, p. 2.

59 National Security Concept of the Republic of Bulgaria (Draft, Sofia, 1995), in:
Bulgarian Military Review,No.4 (1995), pp. 3-31.
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of the army, in 1999, 10 percent and in 2010,30 percent60 The beginning of the
experiment of recruiting professional soldiers was not too encouraging. With the
first attempt in 1997, out of 120 announced vacancies for professional rank, a
little more than half were filled. The same problems still exist in 1998.

The organization of the anny and its divisions has been transformed into a
corps and brigade. According to the General Staff Plan developed for the organ-
izational building of the structure and strength of the Bulgarian armed forces by
2010,61 it will consist of Rapid Reaction Forces, Defense Forces (Defense Troops
and Territorial Defense Troops) and Reserve.

The Rapid Reaction Forces (RRF) will have 70 percent of manning and 100
percent of equipment and will be intended for immediate response in military
conflicts of low intensity (limited invasion of an aggressor, armed incidents,
provocation, terrorist and diversion activities, separatism), for participation in
joint exercises within the PfP program and in CJTF peacekeeping operations, as
well as for assistance during natural disasters, catastrophes and large scale indus-
trial damage.

Defense Troops (DT) will consist of units with a lower degree of manning,
equipment and combat readiness, consisting of officers only and of wartime for-
mations. After an additional manning for their wartime organization, the DT will
be used in military conflicts of middle intensity (armed clashes of whole operative
formations, localized in certain regions) and in wars. They will cover Bulgarian
borders with the states that are not part of a conflict.

Territorial Defense Troops will be enlisted on a home principle, e.g. with peo-
ple from the region where their wits are assigned. Their basic organizational units
are territorial defense regiments and battalions, but they can include other troop
units as well, which are not included in the groups of the area in danger. They will
cover Bulgarian borders with states that do not participate in the conflict, will
guard strategic sites against terrorist and diversion operations, will combat air-
borne and marine landing of the enemy and will perform other tasks that arise and
that are not advisable to assign to Defense Troops.

In accordance with the new plans, the necessary funds for the reform of the
Bulgarian armed forces are about 90 billion levs. Taking into account Bulgaria's
small defense budget - in 1998, approximately 270 million USD and the very fact

60 Spiridon Spiridonov, Do 2010 godina 30 na sto ot anniyata ni shte bade profesionalna
[Until 2010 30 percent from Our Army Will Be Professional], in: Bulgarska arrniya,
5.12.1997, p.5, Momchil Milev, Ideyata za profesionalna anniya zabuksuva v
byrokratsia [The Idea of Professional Army is Slipping into the Bureaucracy], in:
Kapital, 2!J-26.10.1997, p. 12.

61 General-Colonel Miho Mihov, Otgovomostta za sastoyanieto na Bulgarskata armiya
ne tryabva da bade anonomna i razmita [Responsibility for the State of Bulgarian
Army Must Not Be Anonymous and Diluted], in: Bulgarska anniya, 9.07.1997,
General-Colonel Miho Mihov, Briefing: Nature, Process and Perspectives of the
Reform of the Bulgarian Armed Forces, 8.12.1998.
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that the 90 billion levs are about 50 million DSD - it is clear that this expenditure
will not be adequate for the planned reform.

7. ED as Strategic Objective

First, a short chronology:
_ 9 August 1988: diplomatic relations between the European Communities and

Bulgaria are established.
_ 8 May 1990: a Bulgarian-ED Agreement on Trade and Commercial and Eco-

nomic Cooperation is signed (is put into force on I November 1990).
- 8 March 1993: the Europe Agreement with Bulgaria is signed.
_ 30 December 1993: the Bulgaria-ED Interim Agreement covering the trade

aspects of the Europe Agreement comes into effect, replacing the 1990
Agreement.

_ I February 1995: the Europe Agreement on association of the Republic of
Bulgaria with the European Union enters into force.

_ 16 December 1995: Bulgaria presents its application for ED membership.
_ 29 January 1996: the Council of Ministers of the ED decides to implement the

procedure laid down in Article a of the Maastricht Treaty, which provides for
consultation of the Commission on the Bulgarian application for membership
of the ED.
Bulgarian politicians are united in their support of the ED. In its efforts to ac-

celerate the process of preparation with regard to ED integration, the present gov-
ernment created, for the first time, the Ministry of Justice and Legal Euro-integra-
tion. Despite the WED's indispensability for European security, many Bulgarian
politicians consider relations with the WED to be a by-product of membership in
the ED and NATO - if Bulgaria joins the ED and NATO, it will be accepted by
the WED; otherwise, there is no chance.

Bulgaria will have to undertake a good deal of intensive work to adjust and
coordinate its existing legislation. It will also have to adopt new legislation in
accordance with the acquis communautaire and with the spirit of the White Paper
on the Single Market of 1995,62 to comply more closely with the aims of the
CFSP.

According to the conclusions of the European Commission in its opinion on
Bulgaria's application for membership of the ED, improvements since the new
govemment came to power suggest that Bulgaria is on the path to meeting the

62 In its Opinion, the European Commission noted that by end of June 1997, according to
information provided by the Bulgarian authorities, Bulgaria had adopted national
implementing legislation for 126 of the 899 directives and regulations cited in the
White Paper; see Agenda 2000. Commission opinion on Bulgaria's application for
membership of the European Union. Document drawn up on the basis of COM(97)
2008 final. Bulletin of the European Union, Supplement 13/97, pp. 92/93.
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political conditions set by the European Council in Copenhagen. At the same
time, the Commission considered that Bulgaria would not be able to cope with the
competitive pressure and market forces within the Union and be in a position to
assume the obligations of membership in the medium term63 With this evalua-
tion, the Commission practically excluded all possibility for Bulgaria to be among
the first invitees to start accession negotiations with the EU.

In Luxembourg on 12/13 December 1997, the European Council adopted the
Commission's viewpoint, viz. its decision to begin accession negotiations with
Cyprus, Hungary, Poland, Estonia, the Czech Republic and Slovenia only64 The
parallel decision to speed up the preparation of negotiations with Romania, Slova-
kia, Latvia, Lithuania and Bulgaria was greeted by the Bulgarian govermnent as
its own tremendous success.

Prime Minister Kostov stated in his rather optimistic speech before parliament
that with this decision the European Council took Bulgaria out of Yalta's map and
put it on the European one. For him, the decision practically amounted to an
"equal start" for all aspiring countries in the negotiations for ED enlargement.
According to him, Bulgaria, by means of the Currency Board, would be the first
CEEC to fulfill the requirements of monetary union.65

8. Bulgaria and the Great Powers

The problems of Bulgarian-Russian relations cannot be easily neglected.v'' Bul-
garia's dependence on Russia's resources, energy and market is a reality, which
ought to be seriously taken into consideration. One should mention Bulgaria's
historic sentiments toward Russia. The Bulgarian armed forces are equipped with
Russian-type armaments and the country's defense industry is highly dependent
on Russian technology, standards and know-how. The present govermnent started
a process of restructuring and privatization of the military-industrial complex with
the participation of partners from NATO and most of all from the USA.67 How-
ever, it will be very difficult to achieve sufficiently satisfying results in the imme-
diate future.

63 Commission opinion, note 62, pp. 87/88.

64 Luxembourg European Council, 12 and 13 December 1997, Presidency Conclusions,
point 27.

65 Neda Popova, Premierat: Kartata at Yalta e minalo za nas [The Premier: Yalta's Map
is a Past for Us], in: Standard, 16.12.1997,p. 6.

66 On the Bulgaria-Russia relations see Nikolay Slatinski, Rusia I modemiya sviat
[Russia and the Modern World], in Voenen Zhurnal, No.4 (1996), pp. 68-84.

67 See for example: Ivan Kostov, note 45, pp. 2/3, Interview with Alexander Bozhkov,
Ste prodavame Ii oruzhie na NATO? [Will We Sell Weapons to NATO?], in: Banker,
29.9.-5.10.1997, p. 5.
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The BSP government manifested intense pro-Russia feelings, but was granted
neither concessions at the negotiations on the construction of oil and gas pipelines,
nor any other type of support on the disputable issues of regional interactions.
Now Moscow repeatedly demonstrates that Bulgaria is on the periphery of Rus-
sian interests and treats it unfavorably in trade contacts, imposing customs duties
and excises much higher than for all other Balkan countries.

The ADF government initiated an unexpected hard-line policy toward Russia.
Conflicts followed one after another. Especially acute was the problem concerning
the supply of Russian gas. The Bulgarian interior minister labeled Russian pres-
sure and ambitions as "imperial" and accused Russia of driving Bulgaria to the
wall by means of an economic racket. 68 The government blamed two partners of
"Gazprom" in the country - "Multigroup" (the largest Bulgarian private company)
and "Overgaz" (a joint-venture of "Multigroup" and "Gazprom") for upholding
the interests of "Gazprom" and called them "intermediaries", e.g. middlemen.

The National Assembly almost unanimously passed a Declaration on the De-
velopment of Equal Rights and Mutually Beneficial Relations with the Russian
Federation, which stated that Bulgaria "will build its commercial and economic
relations with Russia on the basis of a strategic, mutually beneficial cooperation,
with transparency, without political conditions and without intennediaries".69

The conflict was named "a war for independence" in the party newspaper of
the UDF. At the beginning of 1998, problems did arise with the supply of gas in
some Bulgarian towns.

The "gas war" was, for the time being, solved after both Bulgaria and Russia
made compromises: "Gazprom'' will be the sole supplier of Ru~sian gas for Bul-
garia and will have direct access to domestic consumers; all gas-transporting
pipelines on Bulgarian territory will remain Bulgaria's property; the gas supplies
for Bulgaria will be guaranteed for a IS-years term and the country will pay 20
percent of the price through commodities and services.,

Despite this "velvet" outcome, it is hardly possible for the Bulgarian govern-
ment to fully separate politics from the economy in its relations with Russia. Bul-
garia's biggest trouble so far is that it has no reliable alternative to "Gazprom" for
gas supplies.

On the diplomatic level Russia has been more restrained. Its former Foreign
Minister, Primakov, declared that the Soviet epoch in Bulgarian-Russian relations
was over and that the differences on NATO enlargement were not insurmountable

68 Neda Popova, Nelepo e bulgaro-ruskite vrazki da zavisyat ot "Gazprom" [Bogomil
Boney: It is Ridiculous for Bulgarian-Russian Relations to Depend on "Gazprom"], in:
Standart, 26.9.1997, p. 7.

69 Deklaratsia na Narodnoto sabranie na Republika Bulgaria za razvitie na ravnopravni i
vzaimoizgodni otnoshenia s Ruskata federatsia, [Declaration on the Development of
Equal in Rights and Mutually Beneficial Relations with the Russian Federation],
Durzhaven Vestnik, No. 98, 28.12.1997, p. 8.
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for the development of bilateral relations, which would have good prospects.Z''
Obviously, however, the new foreign policy orientation of Bulgaria is one of the
main reasons for this unnaturalBulgarian-Russian crisis.

As far as NATO-Russia relations and the Founding Act (signed in Paris in
May 1997) are concerned, the position of Bulgaria was that transparency and
predictability should remain among the main principles of any enlargement, in-
cluding the decision-making process within the Alliance and consultations with
Russia. Russia should not be given the right to veto, nor be given a droit de re-
gard on the enlargement or the admission of CEECs71

Despite bitter historical experiences,72 there are traditions of cooperation and
friendship between Bulgaria and Germany, as well as a positive public attitude in
Bulgaria based on the view that Germany is expected to become a leading Euro-
pean and even world power. 73

Germany is the major foreign investor in Bulgaria. German businessmen and
banks have stated definite intentions for joint operations in Bulgaria and are active
in the process of privatization. The two countries cooperate in the prevention of
immigration and organized crime, especially in regard to international terrorism
and illegal trade in stolen cars and narcotics. When introducing, on I July 1997, a
fixed exchange rate under the Currency Board, the Bulgarian lev was pegged to
the Deutsche Mark and not to the US Dollar, despite the tendency toward a "dol-
larization" of the Bulgarian economy. Yet, despite the amiable feelings in Berlin
toward the ADF government, there was some surprise that, in the words of a Bul-
garian diplomat atthe Madrid Smnmit, "Germany did not show any sign of sup-
port" for Bulgaria - one of the main reasons for not even mentioning the country
in the Madrid Declaration.
Unlike Russia and Germany, the third country with resources to exert influ-

ence in the region - the USA - has only in recent years begun to play an important
role in Bulgarian political and social life. The US lobby among the political and
fmancial elite is considerable. The conviction that Bulgaria follows an American
model of society and economy is becoming stronger.
However, the positive attitude toward American principles and practices is

fanned mainly "from above". It has not had enough time to take root in society.

70 Nadezhdite sa za razvrazkaPetarStoyanov-BorisYeltsin [Hopesarefor SolutionPetar
Stoyanov-Boris Yeltsin), in: Kapital, 8.-14.12.1997, p. 9.

71 Nadezhda Mihailova, NATO Enlargement and European Security, Lecture,
Washington, 17 June 1997.

72 During both WorldWarI and II Bulgariachose to be on a Germanside and as a
consequenceof thesechoices it sufferedso-called"nationalcatastrophes".

73 Fora comprehensivestudyof Bulgarian-Germanrelationssee forexample:Bulgarian-
German relations. Traditions, Priorities, Perspectives, Institute for International
Studies, Sofia, 1995.
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The reaction of many Bulgarian politicians, intellectuals, journalists and experts to
a US non-paper, concerning SS-23 and SCUD missiles, is indicative.

In this non-paper, the US government insisted on the destruction of the exist-
ing ballistic missiles of the above-mentioned type in Bulgaria, because they would
be outdated and could not be used for defense purposes. The US government
stated its fear that some parts of these systems could be used as a potential means
for the proliferation of weapons for mass destruction, if they got into the hands of
countries developing such missile systems.

The story started in parliament, when Georgi Pirinski (foreign minister in the
BSP government) addressed ao interpellation to Prime Minister Kostov on
whether a representative of a foreign country had asked the government to destroy
Bulgarian SS-23 missiles and what the government's stand on that issue had been.
The government could not react adequately. The case threatened to develop into a
scandal. Finally, the government was forced to declare that at that stage the de-
struction of the SS-23 and SCUD missile complexes did not square with Bul-
garia's interests because these complexes were a part of the means guaranteeing
the country's security and had a strong deterrent effect74

In February 1998, during President Stoyaoov's visit to the USA, in the Joint
Statement entitled the "U.S.-Bulgarian Partnership For a New Era", it was said
that: "President Clinton reaffirmed America's commitment to NATO's 'Open
Door" policy and welcomed Bulgaria's aspiration to NATO membership. The
two Presidents agreed that Bulgaria's engagement in the PIP aod its enhanced
dialogue with NATO aod the Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council were key tools to
making Bulgaria the strongest possible candidate for NATO membership.F'

On the military front, the Department of Defense has developed a number of
programs to support the reform of the Bulgarian military along Western lines,
including for 1998: 76
_ A $900,000 International Military Education and Training Program that has

eleven Bulgarian cadets studying at US military academies;
_ A $3.2 million Foreign Military Financing Program;

A military liaison team resident in the Bulgarian Ministry of Defense to or-
ganize staff and infonnation exchanges.
During that visit, a new US Action Plan for Southeast Europe was announced,

aiming to give further dynamism to US cooperation with the countries in the re-
gion. This covered such areas as promoting peaceful resolution of disputes, com-
bating organized crime and consolidating democratic and economic reforms. The
United States and Bulgaria, together with several other stable democracies, will be

74 Lidia Eileva, SSP izstrelya S8-23 srestu praviteistvoto [BSP launched SS·23 against
the government], in: Kapital, 4.~10.8.1997, p. 9.

75 The White House, Office of the Press Secretary, Joint Statement, U.S.-Bulgarian
Partnership For a New Era, 10 February 1998, World Wide Web Version.

76 Ibid.
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engaged in a number of cooperative efforts such as the Southeast European Coop-
erative Initiative (SECI), the South Balkan Development Initiative (SBDI) and the
annual Southeastern European Defense Ministerial (SEDM).

The SECI aims to enhance regional cooperation, commerce and development.
It is pursuing plans for improvement of operations at border crossings, for models
to finance energy efficiency projects, and for promotion of small and medium-
sized enterprise development. The $30 million SBDI seeks to energize the efforts
of Albania, Bulgaria and the FYR Macedonia to upgrade their transportation sys-
tems and to develop a regional approach to transport planning. The SEDM brings
the defense ministers of the region together with other interested countries to
discuss issues of common concern and to develop projects for the year aimed at
promoting regional cooperation and confidence building77

9. Conclusions

By making determined efforts and by adopting the right foreign policy, backed up
by consensus among the main political parties and society as a whole, Bulgaria
could realistically achieve the following strategic objectives: 78
- "catch up" with the Central European countries and be included in the second

group of countries to be invited to join NATO and the EU;
- raise its value as a strategic factor for security in Southeastern Europe;

reform its national security system and adapt and modernize the Armed Forces
in order to achieve necessary interoperability with NATO;

- take part in significant regional investment projects in the field of communi-
cations, energy and transport infrastructure;

- develop cooperation ofmulual benefit with the Central Enropean and Mediter-
ranean European countries;

- promote its active dialogue and good relations with all Balkan countries;
- establish friendly, pragmatic, open and unbiased relations with all countries of

the CIS, and with Russia and the Ukraine in particular.
On the threshold of the 20th to the 21st century, it would be simply unthink-

able to ignore the challenges of change. In our view, European security could only
benefit from Bulgaria's membership in NATO and the EU. Yet, no matter how
soon Bulgaria is integrated into these structures, the task of building up its own
national security remains a leading priority for both politicians and the military.79

77 Ibid.
78 Nikolay Slatinski, New European Security Architecture - Bulgarian Alternatives, in:

Atanas Gochev (ed.), New European Security Architecture in Europe and Issues in
Early Warning, Department of International Relations Association, Sofia, pp. 47-54,
1997, here pp. 52/54.

79 Dimitar Ionchev, On building a national security system, in: Bulgarian Military
Review, No. I (1995), pp. 32-40.
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According to Prime Minister Kostov, "Bulgaria does not calculate the military-
political balances of strength on the Balkans ..gO This is in some measure a result
of Bulgaria's expectations of certain guarantees for its own security on the part of
NATO. At the same time, it is also a sober appraisal of Bulgaria's military capa-
bilities, which have decisively fallen behind the respective capabilities of its
southern neighbors.

Bulgaria does not exclude the possibility that in the not too distant future new,
reasonable and lower military balances will be established in Southeastern
Europe. This would indeed be a genuine precondition for peace and prosperity in
the region.

But until this geopolitical dream becomes a reality, Bulgaria will stake most on
its dedicated and constructive participation in the integration processes in Europe;

it will stress regionalism and the network of bilateral agreements in all basic
issues of international security.

The main conclusion that the European security community must draw from
the uneasy and contradictory path of Bulgarian society toward democracy is that
Bulgaria deserves muchmore support, respect and trust. The main conclusion that
Bulgarian society must draw from the last eight years is that it requires even more
energetic, pragmatic and joint efforts to harmonize its national interests with the
European civilization processes.

80 Kontseptsia za natsionalna sigumost [National Security Concept], in: Poveritleni
hroniki, 10.12.1997, p. 3.




